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Features – Design & Development

Activities Completed

➢ Business rules enhancements to include ‘IF False’, ‘IF True’, ‘Next’ and ‘Else-if’ operators –

  Technical Design completed

Activities In Progress

➢ Solution design to address the current gaps/issues with ‘Print from Word template’ feature and the ‘rendering of reports’ is currently in progress.

➢ Medusa - Technical design in progress

➢ Fibi – BIRT integration feasibility test: Research is currently underway to generate reports with input parameters from Fibi.
Features – Design & Development (cont’d…)

*Activities planned for the week of 21st March*

➢ Business rules enhancements: Kickstart the development

➢ Complete the solution design to address the current gaps/issues with ‘Print from Word template’ feature and the ‘rendering of reports’

➢ Continue with the Technical design for ‘Medusa’

➢ Continue with the development of ‘In Progress’ features
Integration

Master Views

1. SWIFT
2. JAWS
3. MyRAP
4. Accounting Dashboard
5. FCOI
6. FacultyForce

- Latest Master views were applied in QAFibi
- JHU to continue the testing and provide feedback
Integration (cont’d…)

7. IRB - SIT completed successfully between QAFibi and IRB Test instance.

8. LearnShare - SIT completed successfully between QAFibi and LearnShare Test instance


10. SAP Award - SAP Award scripts validation is completed in QAFibi. Awaiting Polus Data migration team to migrate IP records to QAFibi after which integration testing can be done.

11. SAP Sponsor – Polus has successfully tested the integration in QAFibi.

12. SAP HR - Polus has successfully tested the integration in QAFibi.
Integration (cont’d…)

Activities planned for the week of 21st March

• Demo of IRB and LearnShare integrations to JHU

• Complete the testing of ‘SAP Proposals’ integration; QAFibi details will be shared with the SAP technical team for testing the integration with SAP test instance.
Data migration

**Activities Completed**
- Validation run completed in *QAFibi* using the Shell Script
- Validation reports (Dev Proposals) prepared and shared with JHU

**Activities In Progress**
- Migration of Dev Proposals to *QAFibi*

**Activities Planned for the week of 21st March**
- Migration of IP’s to *QAFibi*
- Share the Validation reports (Budget and IP) with JHU
- Analyze and fix the errors identified during the Validation run of PD’s
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